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Leading firms turn to tracking
and reporting software to cut costs,
improve efficiency, and ensure
compliance.
Auto Fleet Record Keeping
Route Observation & Reporting
MRF Process Documentation
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New Software Lets Companies
Slash Insurance Premiums

Instant Tracking and Reporting Make the Difference
Specialty Solid Waste & Recycling, of
Sunnyvale, California, was concerned about
rising insurance costs and inadequate
reporting from the field. Their traditional
pencil-and-paper approach wasn’t working.
They investigated alternatives and discovered
a new tracking software training solution
from OmnisTools.
“OmnisTools software safety training
promotes 1:1 communication between our
supervisors and employees,” says General
Manager Jerry Nabhan. “It has lowered our
insurance premiums by 30 percent. We are
now able to keep our drivers safer and
prevent future injury and cost to our

company. Our data is stored in the cloud,
which allows our supervisors to retrieve our
data from out in the field anywhere, anytime.
As a result, communication is better and we
are more efficient.”
 	 Operations Manager Rebecca Buldo
adds, “OmnisTools makes our company
more responsive to customer needs by
enabling field supervisors to take pictures
of any issue, then email them back to our
customer service reps in the office, for a quick
resolution. Reducing delays and fines is
critical. This tracking process improves the
collection process and customer satisfaction.

Another company, Garden City Sanitation,
based in San Jose, California, is also seeing
significant benefits with OmnisTools software.
Says David Calegari , Operations Manager at
Garden City, “OmnisTools Software provides
accountability to supervisors out in the field.
It has helped us keep our costs down and
sustainable.”
The software is simple and easy to use,
Mr. Calegari says. “Communication with
supervisors, employees, and management
has significantly improved, and past
information is easy to access from anywhere.
OmnisTools also helps document work for
safety compliance.“

Auto Fleet Record Keeping

Route Observation and Reporting

Pre-Trip and Post-Trip Inspections—Do your drivers always perform
pre-trip and post-trip inspections? Are they “pencil-whipping” the DVIR
form? Are they inspecting the truck thoroughly to identify problems
before they hit the road? OmnisTools software is the solution.

Supervisors have a complete tool to observe drivers in the field. Run
reports for all route observations by truck, driver, route, or key words
such as “cell phone.” This provides leading indicators of areas for driver
improvement.

• Driver completes DVIR form on a tablet, shooting video while
walking around his truck, saves it on the Omnis Secure Cloud Server,
which is date/time stamped.

• Pull up 1:1 observation tracking form on your tablet, quickly
check mark and note what the supervisor observed in the field.

• Prevents pencil-whipping, driver is fully accountable, real-time
pre/post trip documentation.
• Retrieve pre/post trip reports for investigation and compliance.

• Observation tracking form is date/time stamped with photos
or video.
• Stored in OmnisTools Secure Cloud Server.

Track, document, report, correct. Easily and Instantly.
Enter, Track and
Manage Data Instantly

Save Money
Boost Morale
Improve Productivity

Track DVIR
Record Pre & Post Trip
OSHA Compliance

Analyze Data
Identify Trends

Centralized Data on a Secure Server

Direct Line of
Communications
with the Field

Quality
Costs
Productivity Injuries
Compliance Accidents
Customer
Satisfaction
Reduce Injuries and Claims

Use Daily to Ensure Change
Measure Accountability
at ALL Levels

Record Keeping is Easy
Determine Trends and Leading
Indicators to Minimize Risk

Materials Recovery Facility (MRF)

OSHA Lockout /Tagout. Employees can easily track lockout/tagout
and maintenance on a short checklist. When work is completed, the
report is stored in the OmnisTools Secure Cloud Server with date and
time. Management can run reports for OSHA inspections and safety.

Supervisors can document, track, and save date/time stamped
observations in the MRF. Take photos, write and save 1:1 observation
notes. Run reports by date, time, employee, or key words like
“needles” to alert management to any problems.
• Track and document maintenance.
• Track and document equipment breakdowns.
• Send a “dashboard” to management to order supplies and
report problems.
• Improves efficiency, moral, and communication.
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OmnisTools Data
Tracking Software
Manage, access, and track all data
on the secure OmnisTools website.
Complete software solution for heavy
industry, seamless integration with
tablets and other computers.
Direct line of communication from
and to the field.
Using OmnisTools daily ensures lasting
company-wide change.
Use a tablet as an electronic clipboard.
Document activities to reduce OSHA
claims and fines, prove compliance,
and lower insurance premiums.
Fleet vehicle record keeping for
DOT compliance.
Save money by drastically cutting
costs for overtime, fines, insurance
premiums, and claims.

Subscription Based Software Solution
• Software as a Service (SaaS)
• Web-based link in OmnisTools Secure Cloud Server.
• Compatible with Internet Explorer 8 or newer,
Chrome, Firefox.
• Supports wide range of smart phones, tablets,
other devices.

For Waste Management and Any Heavy Industry
OmnisTools is perfect anywhere maintenance is conducted in the field and
documentation for compliance is critical. Company forms can be uploaded,
completed, and saved from a tablet to the OmnisTools Secure Cloud Server.
• Recyclers
• Agricultural
• Trucking
• Construction

We Understand Your Business.
OmnisTools allows you to track anything in the field, enabling accountability
for supervisors and employees—and added protection for the company.
We understand unions and industries with a heavy work force and large risks
exposures. Based in Silicon Valley, we provide clients a competitive edge by
minimizing the risks of utilizing technology. We provide the best tools and
resources to protect heavy industry against unforeseen financial loss. With
OmnisTools you create a positive, safe work environment, while increasing
efficiencies and profits.

Technology Leaders Partner With OmnisTools
We have partnered with IBM as part of their Entrepreneur Software
Program, which focuses in cloud services. We have also forged partnerships
with Hewlett-Packard, Apple, Motorola Mobility and Samsung to provide
integrated software solutions for their tablets.
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